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Abstract

In deep submicron technology, IR-drop and clock skew is-
sues become more crucial to the functionality of chip. This
paper presents a oorplan-based power and clock distribu-
tion methodology for ASIC design. From the oorplan and
the estimated power consumption, the power network size is
determined at an early design stage. Next, without detailed
gate-level netlist, clock interconnect sizing, the number and
strength of clock bu�ers are planned for balanced clock dis-
tribution. This early planning methodology at the full-chip
level enables us to �x the global interconnect issues before
the detailed layout composition is started.

1 Introduction

As the CMOS technology enters the deep submicron(DSM)
design era, the interconnect density combined with the in-
crease in wiring levels and the growth in chip size make the
interconnect design the most challenging area in DSM tech-
nology. An interconnect design methodology considering
cross-coupling noise, signal integrity, IR-drop, clock skew,
antenna, and hot electron e�ect, therefore, becomes crucial
to the working silicon[1, 2, 3, 4].

In the DSM process, the metal width tends to decrease
with the length increasing due to the complex system inte-
gration into single silicon. Therefore, the resistance along
the power metal line increases. In addition, due to the non-
linear scaling of threshold voltage compared to power supply
voltage, IR-drop becomes more serious. Due to the IR-drop,
supply voltage at the transistor cell is no longer ideal ref-
erence, which weakens the driving capability of logic gates,
slows down the circuit, and reduces the noise margin. Typ-
ically, it is known that 5% drop in supply voltage increases
the overall delay as much as 15% or more. Delay in clock
bu�ers has been known to be increased by above 100% clock
due to the poorly controlled IR-drop. Such an increase in
delay is critical when we are managing clock skew within
100ps. Once the noise margin drops below the budgeted
amount, typically 10%, the design is not guaranteed to op-
erate properly[5, 6].

Most of designs, therefore, limit the IR-drop on the chip
within 10% of the total supply voltage. For the cost perfor-
mance chip working more than 100 MHz, it is estimated that
as much as 10% of silicon area may be needed to serve the

global power supply network. It is, therefore, important to
estimate and allocate the area needed for the power distribu-
tion network during the early oorplan stage. Especially, in
low cost ASIC designs, the number of metal layers is limited
to reduce the number of masks and the process cost. It is,
therefore, impossible to assign entire single layer metal to the
power/ground distribution network on the contrary to the
high-performance microprocessors[7]. The available routing
resources, therefore, must be carefully balanced among the
signal, power/ground, and clock distributions.

The skew in the clock edges resulting from power sup-
ply noise, process variation, and interconnect RC delay in-
troduce uncertainty in the synchronizing element's timing
which further limit the performance and can lead to the
functional failure due to the hold time violation. As a rule of
thumb, a clock skew budget is usually determined by skew =�
Cycle Time

20

�
[8, 9]. Various e�orts such as H-tree, binary

tree, Steiner tree, and optimal bu�er/wire sizing schemes
have been proposed to minimize the clock skew[8, 10, 11, 12].
In the complex chip designs with many functional blocks,
the clock tree is not well balanced with automatic clock tree
synthesizer. Balancing the top-level clock skew is, therefore,
known as circuit designer's task requiring much engineering
skill and experiences rather than just CAD tool's support.

As the design complexity exceeds the several million tran-
sistors on chip, it is reasonable to start looking for IR-drop
problems and clock skew issues earlier in the design cycle.
Currently, most of commercially available tools are focused
on the post-layout veri�cation when the entire chip design
is completed and detailed layout and current information
are known. But the power network and clock skew prob-
lem at the �nal stage are usually very di�cult or expensive
to �x. We, therefore, propose a oorplan-based planning
methodology which progressively re�nes the layout as the
design progresses for both the power and clock distribution.
The proposed power and clock distribution methodology was
applied to H2SD480i, a HDTV single chip MPEG-2 au-
dio/video/system decoder, which receives digital transport
packet data from VSB/FEC block or IEEE 1394 port, parses
the TP packets, and decodes video and audio bit streams, de-
veloped at LG CIT[13]. This chip was fabricated in 0.35�m
4 metal layer process and tested successfully in the working
system.

In section 2, we describe the power distribution method-
ology with experimental results. Section 3 deals with the
clock distribution methodology.

2 Power Distribution

The optimization of power distribution network involves an
iteration process between simulation and resizing. Given the
current speci�cation and location of each functional blocks,
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the circuit simulator analyzes the switching noise on the
power metal, identi�es the worst case IR-drop, and deter-
mines the width of power metal. In the traditional ap-
proaches, both the global and local power grid are extracted
from the actual layout after the P&R is completed, and the
current source can be modeled at the transistor or gate level.
It takes large simulation time to simulate and analyze such
full-chip netlist. Traditional approach, therefore, limits the
application of this approach to a block-level rather than full-
chip level. Moreover, for the ECO(Engineering Change Or-
der) of the power distribution network, it needs expensive
P&R e�orts as shown in Fig. 1(a). On the contrary, in the
proposed approach, the global power trunk and block level
local power network are planned from the oorplan with
the area-based current estimation. The power width can
be easily changed during the optimization loop as shown in
Fig. 1(b). In optimizing the power distribution network, full
chip is modeled by a resister network and current sources.
They are described in the following sections.

(a) (b)
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Figure 1: Comparison of two power distribution approaches
between (a) traditional and (b) proposed approach.

2.1 Power Network

In order to reduce the complexity of full chip analysis, a hier-
archical approach is used to build the power network model.
At the full-chip level, a global power trunk is generated to
subdivide the chip into several blocks as shown in Fig. 2(a).
All the switching activities within one block are lumped to-
gether, and adjacent cells are connected by the global power
trunks. At the block level, where local hot spots are located,
a �ner grid will be generated to model the detailed power
network structure. The width of global power trunk is de-
termined �rst, then the block-level vertical power refreshes
and horizontal power busses are determined. Initially, the
width of power trunk is determined by 15% of block size.

The standard cell block is modeled by a resister network
as shown in Fig. 3. The number of the power refresh and
their width will be determined iteratively. The size of hori-
zontal power bus is pre-determined by the standard cell lay-
out. The number of rows are determined by the block size
with 30% overhaed for the routing track. After we calculate
the resistance for each power segment, an equivalent SPICE
netlist is generated.

Power Bus and Refresh Power Trunk and Pad 

(b)(a)

Figure 2: From the oorplan, two resistive networks are gen-
erated : (a) full-chip level global power trunk and Vdd/Gnd
pad (b) block-level power grid consisting of power bus and
refresh.

 routing channel 

 cell 

power trunk power refresh

(a) (b)

horizontal resistance
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1.8um
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Figure 3: (a) Schematic view of standard cell block and (b)
its power grid model : Power bus(refresh) is modeled by
horizontal(vertical) resistance.

2.2 Current Source

Finding the worst case IR-drop depends on the maximum
current owing in the power supply network. Each point in
the power grid may exhibit a worst-case IR-drop for di�erent
vectors. The maximum current in the block depends on the
timing of the circuit and current drawn by individual gate.
Even though the simulation approach is more exact than the
static approach, several sets of test vector do not guarantee
to cover the worst case IR-drop. In addition, long test vector
sequences need long simulation time. There should be trade-
o� between the speed and the accuracy. In determining
the maximum current at the planning stage, the extreme
accuracy is not needed. In our approach, the summation of
each gate's current is used to obtain block current for early
analysis.

Initially, the current is estimated from the block size
and the transition activity. To model the current drawn
by the chip, a simple area-based DC estimates of the cur-
rent is used. Usually, the maximum instantaneous current
is expected to be 3{7 times the average current[6]. That
is, average current = �� block size� transition activity.
peak current = � � average current. This peak current is
evenly distributed among the current source corresponding
to each power grid in the standard cell as shown in Fig. 4.
As the design proceeds, more exact values are obtained using
the power simulator.



Figure 4: Current source model Igrid corresponding
to 4�3 grid standard cell with 4 vertical power re-
freshes and 3 horizontal power busses. Igrid =
Iblock=(number of current sources).

Since the power supply voltage in one region is a�ected
by the switching activities in the neighboring regions, the
equivalent circuits for each functional block are connected
to the adjacent global power trunk to ensure the accurate
analysis results.

2.3 Design Flow

Fig. 5 shows the design ow of power distribution network.
In optimizing the power network, three perl scripts are de-
veloped. Reading the oorplan description �le including the
geometries of PAD, trunk, refresh, and block-level power
consumption, netlister generates the resister network corre-
sponding to the power trunk and current source for each
power grid network. After the HSPICE simulation is �n-
ished, analyzer reports the IR-drop value for each block and
displays the hot spot in the chip. optimizer iteratively up-
dates the width of power trunk and refresh for the next
SPICE simulation. The iteration stops when the maximum
IR-drop voltage is within the given IR-drop budget.

Netlist 
generation HSPICE

simulation

Floorplan 

Current

(size,geometry)

IR drop 
analysis P&R

PowerMill

Apollonetlister analyzer

optimizer

Figure 5: Design ow of the power distribution network.

2.4 Experimental Results

Fig. 6 shows the IR-drop value for the initial oorplan. The
8�8mm2 chip is subdivided into 6 blocks, corresponding au-
dio decoder, display controller, system parser, IDCT(Inverse
Discrete Cosine Transform), VLD(Variable Length Decod-
ing), motion compensation, inverse quantization, and main
control block. For the initial power distribution with 3.3V
power supply voltage, the worst IR-drop value is 0.45V,
which is larger than the budget. The width of the power
trunk has a big inuence on the IR-drop as shown in Ta-
ble 1. The e�ect of the power refresh width on the maximum
IR-drop is small as shown in Table 2.

With total average current 2.7W, the peak power of the
chip 8W(three times the average power of 2.7W) is used for

the IR-drop analysis. By dividing the total current by the
estimated chip area, we get the current per unit area. For the
�nal power distribution network, the IR-drop value is shown
in Fig. 7. The worst case IR-drop is 0.302V at the center of
chip. The main power trunk width is sized to 120�m and
the width of power refresh is 60�m or 30�m.
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5x120 grid
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DQ/MAIN_CONTROL
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6 GND

8 VDD, 8 GND
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8 GND
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IR=0.45V

IR=0.40V IR=0.39V

IR=0.33V

IR=0.27V

Figure 6: Resultant IR-drop with initial power distribution,
where the power trunk width is 120�m and the power refresh
width is 30�m. V �H grid for each block implies that there
are V vertical power refreshes andH horizontal power busses.

Table 1: IR-drop vs. the width of power trunk
trunk (�m) 60 80 100 120 140
IR-drop(V) 0.53 0.43 0.38 0.30 0.29

Table 2: IR-drop vs. the width of power refresh with 100�m
power trunk.

refresh (�m) 20 30 60
IR-drop(V) 0.38 0.35 0.34

3 Clock Distribution

Clock is distributed in the hierarchical way as shown in
Fig. 8. The hierarchy consists of the following �ve level
clock drivers.

� L1 : PLL's output driver

� L2 : central driver at the chip center

� L3 : region driver for each block

� L4 : mezzanine driver between the region driver and
the �nal driver

� L5 : �nal driver which actually drives the ip-ops

At the full chip viewpoint, level 2 clock balancing is more
important than the detailed level 3, 4, and 5 clock skew
minimizing. Level 2 clock distribution tree looks like global
H-tree as shown in Fig. 8. The central L2 clock bu�er drives
�ve L3 region drivers, called NW(north west), NE(north

east), SW(south west), and SE(south east). Within the
block level, commercial clock tree synthesis tool is used.
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Figure 7: Final IR-drop map where the worst case IR-drop
is 0.302V at block F1(at the center).
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Figure 8: Hierarchical clock distribution scheme.

3.1 Top Level Clock Tree

In DSM interconnect-driven designs, the clock loading is lim-
ited by interconnect RC rather than the gate capacitance of
ip-ops. Therefore, exact three-dimensional RC extraction
considering both the inter-wire and the inter-layer coupling
is crucial for the exact skew analysis[14, 15, 16]. At �rst,
large data are extracted from the actual layout with vari-
able width and space using 3D extractor Raphael[16]. The
coupling capacitance between the table is linearly interpo-
lated using the following equation:

Capcoupling = (c1 + c2 �W + c3 �
1

S
+ c4 �

W

S
) � L � fcc

where W is the width of wire, S is the space between the
wire, L is the length of wire, and fcc is the coupling factor.

Note that the coupling capacitance between a pair of par-
allel wires is proportional to their overlapped length, and is
inversely proportional to their separating distance. Linear
extrapolation is used for width and space that exceed values
in the table.

Balancing the clock at the top level more depends on the
optimal interconnect parameters such as wire length, width,
and space. As the wire width increases, the resistance de-
creases, while the capacitance increases. Therefore, for a
given wire space, the interconnect delay decreases and then
increases as the wire width increases - i.e., it has an opti-
mal point as shown in Fig. 9(a). The e�ect of the inter-wire
space on the performance is shown in Fig. 9(b). Widening
the distance between the wires helps minimizing the cross-
coupling delay. Therefore, the interconnect delay decreases
as the space between wires increases. For the same pitch, in-
creasing the wire width (and, therefore, decreasing the wire
space) tends to increase the interconnect delay as shown in
Fig. 9(c). Therefore, for a given pitch, it is better to increase
the wire space than the wire width.
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Figure 9: The interconnect delay for variable wire width and
space : (a) delay vs. width (b) delay vs. space (c) delay vs.

width for the same pitch.

For a driver-limited case, as we increase the driver size,
the delay improves, but for the RC-limited case(i.e., for long
running wire), the performance is not improved even though
we increase the driver size. By carefully placing repeating
bu�ers in RC-limited path, it may be possible to reduce the
overall interconnect delay. Since a bu�er introduces some in-
trinsic delay, the length of the associated interconnect needs
to be chosen such that the use of repeating bu�ers provides
a less total delay than the signal delay without bu�ers. The
wire and central L2 bu�er size are iteratively determined to
balance the clock delay for each region. For the �ne tuning
of the clock skew, dummy loading and clock serpentining are
used for the unbalanced blocks or interconnect as shown in
Fig. 10.

(a) (b)

vdd

vss

L2 L3 L4

Figure 10: Load balancing by (a) dummy cell and (b) wire
serpentining.

3.2 Block Level Clock Tree

To balance the clock, we need to know the number of ip-
ops and their positions. In the early planning stage before



the detailed clock tree synthesis and actual P&R are started,
the exact number of clock bu�ers, ip-ops, and their po-
sitions are unknown. Fish-bone based clock tree examples
using Apollo clock tree synthesizer(CTS) from Avant![17]
are shown in Fig. 11. As an engineering approximation, we
might assume that ip-ops and clock bu�ers are uniformly
distributed within block. Fig. 12 shows that our approxima-
tion is very similar to the �nal clock tree.

clk!2!14

clk!2!23
clk!2!5

clk!2!11clk!2!6

clk!2!15

clk!2!14

clk!2!26

clk!1!0clk!1!1

Figure 11: Example clock tree from Apollo CTS

The block level clock network is generated based on the
model as shown in in Fig. 13. Each Li clock bu�ers drive
Li+1 clock bu�ers within sub-region. The clock tree model-
ing script generates SPICE netlist including L3,L4,L5 bu�ers
and ip-ops. To reduce the simulation time, only the longest
and the shortest RC paths are included in the netlist and the
other loads are modeled by equivalent capacitances. Given
the block size and the number of ip-ops, the wire and
the gate loading are automatically determined. Then op-
timal number of clock bu�ers and drive strength are iter-
atively determined by the simulation as shown in Fig 14.
When the clock skew is larger than the budget1 , it requires
top-level adjusting2 or block-level adjusting3 according to
the mismatch amount. After the P&R, post layout skew
optimization4 follows.

L3 buffer

L2 clock input

L3 buffer

(a) (b)

L2 clock input

Figure 12: Block-level clock tree model : (a) a synthesized
clock tree by Apollo and (b) an estimation model based on
uniform distribution.

N = 8N = 7N = 6N = 5N = 4N = 3N = 2N = 1

Figure 13: Block level clock tree model : Only two bu�ers
with black circles corresponding to the minimum and max-
imum delay are needed for the clock skew report. N is the
number of (i+1)-th level clock bu�ers. Symbol X is input
node, where the previous i-th level clock net is attached.
Black circle(�) represents the nearest and the farthest bu�er
or ip-op from the input node. White circle(�) is the load
to be modeled by equivalent capacitance.
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Figure 14: Design ow of the clock distribution network

3.3 Experimental Results

In this experiment, clock tree and bu�ers are optimized to
meet the skew budget within 200ps. Most of clock skew re-
sults from L2 network. Therefore, L2 balancing is the most
important among all the clock levels. L2 clock routing and
clock line width and spacing are shown in Fig. 15. Since
the wire capacitance dominates the gate capacitance in L3
clock tree, the block size gives large impact on the clock
delay rather than the number of ip-ops. Henceforth, AU-
DIO block requires three L3 bu�ers even though the num-
ber of ip-ops is small. In passport ASIC library, there
are four bu�er cells with di�erent strength such as buf d1,
buf d3, buf d7, and buf dA. In most cases, the strongest
bu�er, buf dA is selected. For small blocks such as VLD,
display, memory controller, d3 and d7 bu�ers are used to
intentionally increase the clock delay.

Table 3 shows the clock balancing results. For the stan-
dard cell area excluding memory and the number of ip-
ops, the �nal clock bu�er strength, the number of clock
bu�ers, and the resultant minimum/maximum clock delay
are shown for each block. Fig. 16 shows the �nal chip lay-
out. This chip was fabricated using 0.35�m CMOS technol-
ogy and works successfully in decoding the full HDTV bit
stream.



Table 3: Block-level clock bu�ers and skew result : full chip skew 0.209 ns (= 2.277-2.068). FF=N3 � N4 � N5 � NFF

block size(�m) # of clock bu�er strength # of bu�ers or FF's full chip delay(ns)
x y FF's L3 L4 L5 N3 N4 N5 NFF min max

AUDIO 4500 1476 1883 A A A 3 6 10 11 2.123 2.262
SYSTEM 1470 4400 3328 A A A 3 10 10 11 2.090 2.256
VLD 1496 1257 713 7 7 7 1 8 9 10 2.218 2.277
IDCT 1500 2264 1000 A A A 1 10 10 10 2.166 2.237
DISPLAY 1500 2500 2004 A 7 7 2 10 10 10 2.160 2.214
MEM control 2500 305 200 7 7 7 1 2 10 10 2.114 2.136
FADD 2700 1354 880 A A A 1 8 10 10 2.116 2.199
MOTION 1530 2164 1406 A A A 1 11 11 12 2.068 2.187
MAIN control 3711 930 718 A A A 1 8 9 10 2.154 2.217
DQMD 520 930 389 3 3 7 1 7 7 8 2.215 2.234

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the oorplan-based early planning

methodology of the clock and power distribution. The power
and clock distribution network can be determined accurately
enough at an early design stage thus avoiding the expensive
iterations including placement and routing.

By optimizing the geometry and the width of power trunk
and refresh, we were able to limit the maximum IR-drop
within 10% of power supply voltage. In addition, we reduced
the clock skew within 200ps in 0.35 �m CMOS technology
by optimizing the interconnect size and bu�er strength iter-
atively.

As future works, area-based current estimation model
could be replaced by more exact dynamic current model
from the full-chip multi-cycle power simulation. In addition,
the clock skew minimization targeting for the design using
multiple clocks with di�erent frequency becomes crucial for
the system-on-chip design.
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Figure 15: Level 2 clock interconnect is sized to
width=0.7�m and space=1.0�m. X denotes L3 clock bu�er.
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Figure 16: Plot of �nal chip layout
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